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Baker Street  
Irregulars 

The throne is vacant. Show your arithmetic 
prowess in this opening round of tough 
Kakuro puzzles. 

“There is nothing more deceptive than an 
obvious fact. Careful here, Watson, not all 
puzzles are elementary.” 

Explore the uncharted space and unravel 
the intricacies of these interlinked nebulous 
areas. See you back on earth, cadet. 
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This round features Snake puzzles and 
some of its variants. Can you wrangle your 
way out of the pit before being bitten? 
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This is your captain speaking, we are  
approaching an armada of Battleships. 
Man your stations and brace for impact. 
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Puzzle 1-5: Classic Snake (8, 17, 29, 35, 38 points) 
Find a one-cell wide snake in the grid whose path travel along horizontally or vertically adjacent 
cells. The snake cannot touch itself, not even diagonally. The head and tail of the snake are given 
as black circles. A number outside the grid represents how many cells in the corresponding row or 
column is occupied by the snake. The length of the snake is unknown. 

Answer key: For each marked row or column, enter the length of the snake segments seen in that 
row or column from left-right or top-bottom. Enter 0 if there are no snake segments in that row or 
column. The example’s answer key would be: 1, 241, 43 

Note: The length of each snake is unknown unless stated otherwise. 
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Puzzle 6-7: First Seen Snake (23, 29 points) 
Find a 45-cell long snake (15-cell long in the example) in the grid whose path travel along  
horizontally or vertically adjacent cells. The snake cannot touch itself, not even diagonally. The 
head and tail of the snake are given as black circles. A number outside the grid represents the 
length of the first snake segment seen from that row or column. 

Answer key: For each marked row or column, enter the length of the snake segments seen in that 
row or column from left-right or top-bottom. Enter 0 if there are no snake segments in that row or 
column. The example’s answer key would be: 12, 3, 12 

Puzzle 8-9: Graffiti Snake (27, 77 points) 
Find a one-cell wide snake in the grid whose path travel along horizontally or vertically adjacent 
cells. The snake cannot touch itself, not even diagonally. The head and tail of the snake are given. 
All cells not visited by the snake are shaded. The numbers outside the grid indicate the lengths of 
consecutive shaded cells seen in order from the corresponding row or column. For multiple 
lengths, there must be at least one white cell separating the shaded cells. 

Answer key: For each marked row or column, enter the length of the snake segments seen in that 
row or column from left-right or top-bottom. Enter 0 if there are no snake segments in that row or 
column. The example’s answer key would be: 31, 1, 221 



Puzzle 10: Dotted Snake (41 points) 
Find a 45-cell long (15 cell-long in the example) snake in the grid whose path travel along horizon-
tally or vertically adjacent cells. The snake cannot touch itself, not even diagonally. The head and 
tail of the snake are given as ‘1’ and ‘45’. Every 3rd cell of the snake is marked. Numbers outside 
the grid represent the number of marked cells in that row or column. The snake cannot pass 
through black cells. 

Answer key: For each marked row or column, enter the length of the snake segments seen in that 
row or column from left-right or top-bottom. Enter 0 if there are no snake segments in that row or 
column. The example’s answer key would be: 111, 31, 5 

Puzzle 11: Snake Egg (67 points) 
Find a one-cell wide snake in the grid whose path travel along horizontally or vertically adjacent 
cells. The snake cannot touch itself orthogonally but can touch itself at corners. The head and tail 
of the snake are given as black circles. All cells not occupied by the snake will form 9 regions of  
orthogonally connected cells, each with sizes 1-9 (1-5 in the example). Cells with numbers cannot 
be shaded and represent the size of the area they are in. 

Answer key: For each marked row or column, enter the length of the snake segments seen in that 
row or column from left-right or top-bottom. Enter 0 if there are no snake segments in that row or 
column. The example’s answer key would be: 13, 5, 11 



Puzzle 12-13: Cipher Snake (65, 81 points) 
Find a 45-cell long snake in the grid whose path travel along horizontally or vertically adjacent 
cells. The snake cannot touch itself, not even diagonally. Clues outside the grid represents how 
many cells in the corresponding row or column is occupied by the snake. All numbers are  
substituted with a letter. Different letters stand for different numbers from 0-9. Two digit numbers 
cannot start with a zero. 

Answer key: For each marked row or column, enter the length of the snake segments seen in 
that row or column from left-right or top-bottom. Enter 0 if there are no snake segments in that 
row or column. The example’s answer key would be: 24, 11, 211 

Puzzle 14: Sea Serpent (63 points) 
Find a one-cell wide snake in the grid whose path travel along horizontally or vertically adjacent 
cells. The snake cannot touch itself orthogonally but can touch itself at corners. Clues show the 
total number of cells occupied by the snake in the directions indicated by the arrows. Clue cells 
do not block each other’s vision. Snakes may not occupy clue cells. 

Answer key: For each marked row or column, enter the length of the snake segments seen in 
that row or column from left-right or top-bottom. Enter 0 if there are no snake segments in that 
row or column. The example’s answer key would be: 13, 211 


